
 
Working for TÜV NORD Integra means working in an honest, knowledge-driven organization that has a 
great eye for your work life balance. More than 60 highly trained professionals are part of the informal, 
jointly responsible corporate culture that you will find at TÜV NORD Integra. TÜV NORD Integra is part of 
the international TÜV NORD GROUP, active in more than 70 countries with over 13,000 employees. 
 
TÜV NORD Integra certifies an extensive range of quality systems: Organic production, food safety (BRC, 
IFS, FSSC, ISO, ...), good agricultural practices (GLOBALG.A.P., Vegaplan, ...), sustainability (UTZ, 
RSPO, ...). The certificates we issue are proof that our clients apply state of the art quality systems. Our 
customers are located in Belgium, but also in many other European and non-European countries. 
 
Together with our TÜV NORD colleagues from the Netherlands and Germany, we are building a new 
business in the field of Information Security (ISMS). 
 

 
Therefore, we are recruiting: 

Auditor Information Security  

What does the job entail? 

 Together with the business development person, bringing this new service to the market. 

 Shaping the internal procedures for this new department within our quality system. 

 Independently and in as team, auditing the management system of customers in the field of 
information security and privacy (ISO 27001, ISO 27701, IEC 62443). 

 Reporting and monitoring of audits.  

 Consulting with international colleagues on the interpretation of standards and on the execution of 
audits. You will have the opportunity to further develop your expertise in the relevant sectors and 
standards. 

 Building a network, supported by the business development person, to be able to assemble varying 
audit teams. 

 
What do we expect from you?  

 A master’s degree or euivalent by experience. 

 At least 4 years of experience in ICT of which at least 2 years of experience in the field of security 
(for example as a Security Officer). 

 You are a good communicator in English, you have a minimal level of C1 in Dutch, knowledge of 
French is an advantage.   

 You have knowledge of and experience with ISO 27001 and ISO 9001 management systems; 
having completed an auditor training ISO 27001 is a huge advantage. 

 Knowledge of and experience with IEC 62443 and ISO 27006 is an advantage. 

 You have a driving license B and are willing to travel within the Benelux. 

 You are inquisitive and assertive, with a critical and impartial view of things.  

 You get energy from a job where customer-oriented thinking, autonomous working and analysis of 
information networks and information flows are central. 

 You combine integrity with decisiveness and accuracy. 
 

What can you expect from us?  

 A contract of unlimited duration, full-time or part-time with a focus on your work – life balance. 

 Freelance profiles are eligible. 

 An attractive salary package supplemented with fringe benefits. 

 In-depth internal training. 

 Flexible work schedule, and possibility to work partly from home. 

 All support to successfully market this business. 
 

For questions and sending your application, please contact Mr Levi Nietvelt: lnietvelt@tuv-nord.com   
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